A procedure is presented for combining the output of advanced multilevel "primitive equation" dynamic oceanographic forecast models with high fidelity underwater acoustic propagation models. This procedure is appropriate for the development of realistic predictions of acoustic transmissions through complicated mesoscale features, such as currents, rings, eddies, and fronts. Examples of oceanographic predictions using the Princeton dynamic ocean model developed by Melior and Blumberg are displayed graphically for a dataset of the Gulf of Mexico. Results pertinent to data interpolation, the identification of mesoscale oceanic features, and 3-D visualization are presented. Ocean data are, converted to sound-speed profiles for this region and are interfaced to a range-dependent parabolic equation ( A practical problem involved with implementing parabolic wave equation (PE) computer codes is the optimal selection of depth mesh and range step-size. Efficiency requires that a varying range step-size be used. An objective method for automatic range step-size selection in split-step PE codes can be derived by an error budget analysis based upon the Magnus expansion of an exponential operator. The method will be described and examples shown for PE propagation in rangedependent environments. 
